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Introduction
Engineering student teams at Rochester Institute of Technology face a common issue: not being able to prototype medium-scale concrete
objects both quickly and cheaply. From arborloos to concrete roofing tiles, current molding methods are slow, inaccurate, and expensive.
Students need a better method - one that allows for fast prototyping of objects that are dimensionally accurate to the design and up to 1
meter in diameter and 0.5 meters tall, on a time scale of hours or days rather than weeks or months. To address this, we, team concRIT,
designed a medium-scale 3D concrete printer.

Client Requirements

Extrusion Subsystem

Priority

Auger
5.18:1 geared NEMA 17 driven auger
3” blade pitch
Detachable from extruder
Printed with PLA plastic
○ 3 layer outer wall
○ 20% cubic infill
● 0.5 x 0.5 inch square stock shaft
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Category

Requirement Description
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Machine Size
Capability

Machine can be disassembled
Inexpensive, ubiquitous printing material (cement)
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Capability
Capability
Usage
Cost

1m L x 1m W x 0.5m H print envelope
At least half as strong as traditional concrete
Machine workflow similar to traditional 3D printer
Less expensive than traditional molds

Concrete
● Type S Mortar Mix
● 0.25 water to mortar ratio prevented clogging while
maintaining bead stability
● Scale-modified slump test method
● Experimentally developed mixing procedure for
consistent mixture results

Replaceable nozzle
Disassemblable for cleaning
Detachable from rails
Adjustable flow rate
Stepper motor housing
PVC body
3D printed parts
Extruder Assembly

Extruder Assembly
Cross Section in CAD

Structure Subsystem
The structure was built in stages by axis.
The X and Y axes were built and tested.

0.25 Ratio Slump Test

7 Layer Stack

● 45x45mm 80/20 aluminum
extrusion
● Right angle corner gussets ensure
perpendicularity
2D Prototype During Testing

Motion Subsystem
● 16mm diameter, 5mm lead
ball screws
● 16mm flange-nut coupler
● 16mm diameter linear rails
● NEMA 17 stepper motors
(2.0A, 59Ncm)
● Duet 2 Wifi control board
● Switching PSU (350W, 24V)
● Virtual and physical
emergency-stop capability
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Finally, the following
organizations.
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Outcomes
Power Supply, Duet 2 Wifi, 3 NEMA 17
Motors, and E-Stop Properly Configured
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1. CAD model of structure
2. Marker drawing of squares
3. Long exposure of circular path
tracking an LED on print head

Conclusions
While at RIT, the X and Y axes were successfully constructed
and tested, electronics integrated, and a mixture
satisfactorily developed. Our agile development process
enabled us to achieve each of these 3 overarching goals
despite the impact of COVID-19. Future efforts may include
building the Z axis, adding a mixture reservoir, nozzle
bead-shaping attachments, extruder self-flushing procedure,
and additional mixture development.

